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Abstract: We interpret ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’ as a dialectical approach of 
socialism-capitalism evolved through/since China’s revolution and use it to explain 
development of Indonesia’s nickel downstream processing (hilirisasi) facilitated by Sino-
Indonesia cooperation as part of Belt and Road Initiative. Anchored in online sources, we use 
socialism-capitalism approach to structure our case in terms of socialist – defined as common 
prosperity for all – elements of such development gained by Indonesia: (1) ease of access to 
China’s money-capital; (2) increased state and regional revenues, employment, and multiplier-
effects; and (3) transfer of technology, skills, and knowledge. Dialectically connected, capitalist 
elements of such development are: it is backed up by (1) exploitation of labours in Indonesia, 
whose wages are lower than that in China; and (2) environmental destruction. This development 
is in risk of strengthening Indonesia’s oligarchy which hinders a further distribution of benefit 
for a broader Indonesian population. 

Keywords: socialism-capitalism, Belt and Road Initiative, China, Indonesia, nickel 
downstream processing. 

I. What made a shift within Indonesia’s nickel producers possible?  

By the end of 2020, European Union(EU) won a lawsuit against Indonesian government at 
World Trade Organization (WTO). EU’s lawsuit asks Indonesian government to cancel its 
policy which bans nickel ore export. EU needs Indonesia’s nickel ore to fulfil its commitment 
for energy transition (van der Linden, 2023). The background of EU lawsuit is a global 
campaign of climate change mitigation, asking for decarbonization to reduce greenhouse gases 
emission. Decarbonization agenda, in turn, asks to reduce consumption of fossil fuels, and 
motivates campaign of energy transition into non-fossil fuels energy sources. Vehicles are 
suggested to move from internal combustion engine system, which consumes fossil fuels, into 
rechargeable nickel-based batteries of electric vehicles (EVs). With that, attention is now paid 
to the end product, electricity. Non-fossil fuel energy can recharge EVs’ nickel-based batteries. 
To this far, the majority (70%) of demands for nickel is aimed to make steel, while batteries 
only takes 5%. By the end of this decade, it is expected that batteries will consume more than 
one-third of the total world’s nickel production (Chen and Yarham, 2021).   

Currently, Indonesia contributes roughly 20% of world’s nickel ore production. According to 
Indonesia Geological Agency (2020), the country contains reserves of 72 million tons of nickel 
(Ni). This amount equals 52% of world’s nickel reserves which reach 139,419 million tons. 
This figure places Indonesia as a country with the largest nickel reserves in the world, far above 
Australia, Brazil, and Russia, which each has nickel reserves of 15%, 8%, and 5% of the world’s 
total reserves, respectively. The remaining 20% of world’s nickel reserves are spread across 
Cuba, the Philippines, China, Canada, and others. The majority (90%) of Indonesian nickel are 
located in the eastern part of the country, at the soils of Sulawesi and many islands in North 
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Maluku Province. This type of nickel is often called nickel laterite (Kementerian ESDM, 2020). 
The idea to ban nickel ore export is motivated by Indonesia’s aim to increase state’s revenue 
from nickel sector. For Indonesia, exporting refined nickel instead of ore helps the country to 
increase its income (van der Linden, 2023). 

Sulawesi’s nickel has been part of global commodity before and under the Dutch colonialization 
in fourteenth and nineteenth century. After the independence, Indonesia’s nickel sector has long 
been dominated by Inco, a giant mining company originally based in Sudbury, Canada. Inco 
stepped in into Indonesia’s nickel laterite in 27 July 1968, when its subsidiary company of PT. 
Inco was given a contract of work concession until 2008 by the Indonesian government in a 
total area of 6.6 million hectare in Sulawesi (Sangaji, 2002: 40, 46 and 127-135). At that time, 
Indonesia was under the reign of authoritarian regime, led by general Suharto who seized the 
presidential power through CIA-backed counter-revolution in 1965/7 (Klein, 2007; Simpson, 
2008; McNaughton, 2015; Lane, 2018). Before the general was overthrown from his power by 
Indonesia’s Reformasi Movement in 1998, in 15 January 1996 PT Inco managed to secure an 
extension of its concession into 28 December 2025. In the 1990s, PT Inco focused in extracting 
nickel laterite only in 218,528,99 ha, around 3% of its original concession, in South, Central, 
and Southeast Sulawesi Provinces. In 2001, PT Inco produced a total 62,600 tons of nickel 
matte1, exported to Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and China. This production, equals 90% of the 
total Indonesia’s nickel production at that time (Sangaji 2002:135-142). In September 2011, PT 
Inco changed its name into PT Vale Indonesia Tbk., and by 2014 it dominated 77% of the 
Indonesia’s nickel production (Umah, 2020).  

In 2020, PT Vale Indonesia produced a total 72,237 tons of nickel matte (PT Vale Indonesia 
2020, 6), a slight increase from PT Inco production in 2001. However, PT Vale Indonesia was 
no longer dominating Indonesia’s nickel production. Its production only contributed 22% to the 
total Indonesia’s nickel production for that year. The main producer in 2020 was Indonesia 
Morowali Industrial Park (IMIP), located in Bahodopi Sub-district, Morowali District, Central 
Sulawesi Province, which contributed to 50% of Indonesia’s total nickel production (Umah, 
2020).   

Amidst the surge of demands for nickel motivated by energy transition from internal 
combustion engine system which consumes fossil fuels based energy into rechargeable nickel-
based batteries of EVs, there is then a shift in Indonesia’s nickel producers. The long domination 
of PT Inco, a multi-national corporation originally based in Canada which later on transformed 
itself into PT Vale Indonesia, shifted to IMIP. The current shareholders of PT Vale Indonesia 
with total share of more than 5% are based in many countries. Vale Canada Limited, based in 
Canada, a subsidiary of Vale SA based in Brazil, holds 43,79% of PT Vale Indonesia share. At 
the second place, Sumitomo Metal Mining Co. Ltd., based in Japan, holds 15.03%. PT 
Indonesia Asahan Alumunium, Indonesia’s state-owned company with 20% of share occupies 
the third place. While, IMIP is jointly owned by three investors. Shanghai Decent Investment, 
a China-based, holds the majority of IMIP’s share with 49.69%. At the second place, Bintang 
Delapan Investama, an Indonesian-based, holds 25.31%. At the third place is Sulawesi Mining 
Investment, owned by a consortium of Indonesia- and China-based companies with the latter 
act as majority holder, hold 25% of IMIP’s shares (Sangadji, 2020:16).  

Hence, basically the shift of actors in Indonesia’s nickel production is a shift from originally 
Canadian-based capital of PT Inco into (majority) of China-based capital of IMIP. This raises 
                                                           
1 Nickel commodities are categorized based on their Ni content; nickel matte (contains 70-80% Ni); 
nickel pig iron/NPI (contains < 14% Ni); ferronickel (with 15-45% Ni), Mixed Hydroxide 
Precipitate/MPH (with 30-40% Ni), see, Sangadji and Ginting (2023: 3); Sulawesi’s nickel ore laterite, 
such as limonite and saprolite have Ni content of 0.9% and 1.2% (Azhim et al. 2022).  
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our curiosity: What conditions made this shift possible, how does it take place, and what does 
this shift mean for distribution of benefits in the wider Indonesian society? 

We answer these questions by excavating domestic condition of possibilities for capital 
accumulation in China and its expansion abroad. This domestic condition is often referred to as 
‘socialism with a Chinese characteristics’. By our reading, socialism with a Chinese 
characteristics is a dialectical approach which combines socialism and capitalism, or socialism-
capitalism, under the control of Communist Party of China (CPC). Expansion of capital 
accumulated in China into Indonesia’s nickel sector is taking a lead in building nickel 
downstream/refinery industry, or hilirisasi in Bahasa Indonesia; and this meets with aspirations 
of Indonesia’s nickel sector which has been long dominated by Canadian-based capital, and in 
which conversation to build downstream industry amongst Indonesian has been planted at least 
since the 1970s, before it was legally announced in 2009 expressed in the ban to export nickel 
ore. For Indonesian side, hilirisasi is a way to increase state income, which we interpret as a 
socialist – loosely defined as common prosperity for all – element of the expansion. The 
Chinese then are exporting socialism-capitalism scheme through its capital expansion into 
Indonesia’s nickel sector.  

Relying on online sources, we divide the next parts of this article into five sections. The coming 
part explains our theoretical discussion of socialism-capitalism. The third section explains 
domestic condition of Indonesia’s nickel sector and expansion of China’s capital into it. The 
fourth section structures our case through socialism-capitalism approach in two sub-sections of 
socialist and capitalist elements of the expansion. We conclude-discuss by expressing our doubt, 
that hilirisasi of Indonesian nickel sector is in risk strengthening the power of Indonesian 
oligarchy and this hinders distribution of benefit for a wider Indonesian population.  

II. A dialectical approach of socialism-capitalism  

We compose our theoretical discussion of socialism-capitalism through an engagement with 
domestic transformation and capital accumulation which enabled China’s capital expands 
abroad, such as into Indonesia’s nickel sector. Domestic transformation of capital in China is 
very often explained as a system of “socialism with Chinese characteristics,” a notion that was 
first introduced by Deng Xiaoping at the opening part of CPC national congress in 1982 (see, 
Lim, 2014: 221; Boer, 2021: 75; Wenhua Zongheng, 2023: 12).  

There are various ways to interpret ‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’. We cannot do 
justice to review all of them. We pick ones we need to build our approach of socialism-
capitalism. Hart-Landsberg and Burkett (2005: 34) have identified it as a “capitalism with 
“Chinese characteristics”” for its unstable or crises-prone dynamics and the deteriorating living 
condition of labours inside of it (p. 62-79). David Harvey (2005: 120-151) dubbed it as 
“Neoliberalism ‘with Chinese characteristics’”. This is because, according to Harvey (2005), 
China’s development more and more “headed” (p. 2) to the direction of neoliberalism, in which 
the state favors “strong private property rights, the rule of law, and institutions of freely 
functioning market and free trade” (p. 64). Some characteristics of neoliberalism with Chinese 
characteristics are, inter alia, spectacular economic growth, heavily relying on foreign 
investment, cracking down the dissents, opening up of the country for market forces, dissolution 
of commune system in agrarian sector, rampant rural-to-urban migration, township and village 
enterprises as loci for entrepreneurialism, China market flooded by foreign goods, flexible 
labour market, rapid urbanization, and massive environmental degradation (Harvey, 2005: 120-
151).   

Differently, quoting Xi Jinping, relatively current intervention by Boer (2021: 312) explains 
“socialism with Chinese characteristics is socialism, and not any other kind of ‘-ism’”. He 
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entitled Harvey’s (2005) analysis as belongs to “Western Marxists” (Boer, 2021: 95), part of 
Western tradition which focuses on “either-or, or zero-sum” approach (Boer, 2021: 59). In 
Boer’s (2021: 2 and 65) study, Deng Xiaoping formulation of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics is anchored in Mao Zedong deep reading of Marxist philosophy since the era of 
China’s revolution in the 1930s, most notably on dialectical materialism as a method and 
historical materialism as its application. At the center of dialectical materialism is contradiction. 
“The law of contradiction in things, that is, the law of the unity of opposite, is the basic law of 
material dialectics” (Zedong, 1937; quoted in Boer [2021: 68]). Seen through the law of 
contradiction, a-two seemingly opposite conditions basically are one, two in one or one in two, 
which is different with Western approach of either-or or zero-sum. Hence, for Boer (2021) the 
main idea behind socialism with Chinese characteristics is to situate Marxist philosophy with 
China’s context, or to sinicify Marxism. In this case, Marxism is not taken for granted as a 
dogma, but it is a philosophy that needs to be contextualized in order to achieve socialism in 
which people are categorized according to their ability, and this is an early stage of communism 
in which people are categorized according to their needs (Boer, 2021: 77).  

Historical material element of China development, for instance, is Reform and Opening-Up 
policy in 1978 which reformed or liberated productive forces such as land ownership from one 
that was ruled through/by collective management into one that is ruled through market 
mechanism or “decollectivization” (Xu, 2013). Yet, by liberating the forces of production, new 
contradictions emerged, such as a “decline in working conditions and absence of social security 
and health care; the gap between the Communist Party and the people, leading to corruption 
and loss of trust and thus legitimacy; environmental pollution; a rising gap between rich and 
poor” (Boer 2021: 40). Such contradictions are resolved through a “deepening reform” (Boer 
2021: 40) to achieve “well-off (xiaokang) society in all respects”.   

Relatively in-line with Xi Jinping-inspired Boer’s (2021) explanation, Editorial of Wenhua 
Zongheng Journal (2023) explains China’s socialism in three phases. The first is “Socialism 
1.0” from 1949-1976 under Mao Zedong which “established public ownership of the means of 
production, maintained social equity, and achieved basic industrialization, but encountered 
limitations in economic development”. The second is “Socialism 2.0” under Deng Xiaoping 
characterized by “introduction of market economy in 1978 and achieved enormous economic 
and industrial advances, but led to a sharp increase in inequality”. The third is “Socialism 3.0” 
which is the contemporary China aims in “advancing working-class interest and combating 
inequality” (Wenhua Zongheng, 2023: 7) 

We do not reject, neither we really take Hart-Landsberg and Burkett’s (2005) and Harvey’s 
(2005) explanation that China’s system is a “capitalism” or “Neoliberalism with Chinese 
characteristics”, nor Xi Jinping-inspired Boer’s (2021) explanation that “socialism with 
Chinese characteristics” is socialism, nor the side of Wenhua Zongheng Journal Editorial (2023) 
of Socialism 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0. All of them move either to the side of neoliberal capitalism or to 
the side of socialism in explaining China’s model. Our dilemma is, naming China’s model as 
neoliberal-capitalism is not correct, naming it as socialism does not correct either. On the whole, 
our take on this is that China’s system constantly moves dialectically back and forth between 
socialism and capitalism. Under Mao Zedong it moved toward socialism, under Deng it moved 
toward capitalism, and under Jinping it moves toward a yet to come socialism.  For us, the 
dilemma goes even further because we stand on Indonesian side. We are sympathetic to Boer’s 
(2021) and  Wenhua Zongheng Journal Editorial (2023) explanations, because they are deeply 
developed from the side of Chinese perspective. Yet, our standing position at the side of 
Indonesian makes us hesitant to fully agree with their explanations that socialism with Chinese 
characteristics is socialism, be it 1.0, 2.0, or 3.0. Because in our case – development of 
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Indonesia’s nickel downstream processing – expansion of China’s capital is in risk to strengthen 
the actually existing power of oligarchs, which is purely or entirely capitalism.   

We use our dilemma and positionality of standing at the side of Indonesian to avoid interpreting 
China’s system through a “methodological nationalism” (Lee, 2017: xiv, 7, and 166), one which 
privileging China’s domestic condition with the cost of neglecting its relations to others. We 
stick with dialectical approach and take China’s model as what Lim (2014: 240) has called as 
an “ideological interpenetration”. Such ideological interpenetration allows the “coexistence and 
cohabitation” of “modes of production from different historical periods”, such as capitalism and 
socialism, “in a dialectic unity of opposites” (Jabour, Dantas, and Espíndola, 2021: 25). Here, 
we simply understand capitalism as “a social system based on the production for profit and the 
endless accumulation of capital” (Li, 2008: ix), while socialism means “common prosperity” 
(Boer, 2021: 42). China’s contemporary system then is a system in which socialism penetrates 
capitalism, and capitalism penetrates socialism, or in short, socialism-capitalism.2 China 
commitment to capitalism, sharply made logical by Samir Amin (2013: 20), is an early phase 
“to liberating itself from the historical capitalism on the long route to socialism/communism.”  

In a more operational forms of development “one of the most obvious feature of socialism with 
Chinese characteristics” is to develop a combination of “socialism and market economy” (Yang, 
2009: 170) into a “socialist market economy” (p. 172). Socialism with Chinese characteristics 
combines socialism and market economy and takes form as a keeps evolving and never ending 
experimentation, to find a dialectical balance between contradiction of equity and efficiency. 
The “basic economic system in socialism ensures the equity of society, while the market assures 
economic efficiency” (Yang, 2009: 173). Indeed, as Marx (1867 [1982]: 534) has aptly 
depicted, efficiency in time management of capitalism through shortening the total working 
hours and at the same time reducing the pore of unproductive hours in a day, increases the 
production of surplus-value (value gained by capitalist by exploiting the unpaid works of 
waged-labour). While, efficiency through the introduction of more productive machineries 
(Marx, 1867 [1982]: 753) increases the production of relative surplus-value, which is value 
gained by capitalists by progressively revolutionizing means of production. Inside of Chinese 
system, according to Yang (2009: 175), equity and efficiency “function like the two wheels of 
a cart and the two wings of a bird, and both of them are indispensable.”  

For China, equity of socialism helps to lift 800 million population from poverty (Boer, 2021: 
100 and 290) since the beginning of China’s Reform and Opening-Up policy in the 1978 up 
until 2021. While efficiency of capitalism helps Chinese to develop its own research and 
technology which are needed in production. This explains why China’s socialism-capitalism 
development is filled by technological innovations, from mechanization in agriculture into 
information and communication technology – for the latter think, for instance, the rise of China-
based electronic companies like Huawei and Xiaomi – and into nickel downstream processing 
as we will show throughout this article.  

To sum up, we identify domestic transformation of China as anchored in a deep reading of 
Marxist philosophy, particularly a utilization of dialectical materialism as a method to 
understand China’s material history, and to further formulate it into a dialectical relationship of 
socialism-capitalism, and of equity and efficiency in guiding the trajectory of China’s domestic 
development and its abroad expansion. With Marxist philosophy as a main guiding principle, 
China managed to have GDP growth – by any means of defining is the growth of capital (Kallis, 
                                                           
2 In our view Theo (2018: 24) has jumped by identifying China’s model as “capitalist-communism”; it is 
jumping because socialism “is the first stage of communism” (Boer, 2021: 43). We are aware that 
explaining ‘socialism with Chinese characteristic’ as “capitalist socialism” is also dubbed by Boer 
(2021: 95) as part of Western Marxists.  
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2017) – above 9 percent between 1982-5, 1987-8, and 1991-7 (World Bank, 2023). Years of 
outstanding GDP growth facilitated the accumulation of capital within China, and provided a 
condition of possibility for abroad expansion, including to Indonesia’s nickel sector.  

III. Indonesia’s nickel sector and China’s capital expansion into it 

Indonesia’s nickel sector, as we mentioned at opening section of this article, has long been 
dominated by PT Inco, a multi-national corporations which originally stemmed from Canada, 
which later on transformed itself into PT Vale Indonesia. Seen from Indonesian side, extraction 
of minerals does not economically sustainable, one day it will be depleted, and if the country is 
not well-prepared to switch its economy beyond extractive sector, in the long run Indonesia will 
completely in a dangerous situation without a strong industrial root.  

In Indonesia, hilirisasi aims to increase state’s income through the so-called value-added; it is 
a path to industrialization (Juoro, 2022). Conversation on this topic can be traced back at least 
to 1972. Discussing logging sector, for instance, Sacheh (1972), an Indonesian economist, 
underscored a call made by Indonesian government to establish processing industry, rather than 
merely exporting logs as raw materials. Sacheh (1972: 90) viewed the call as “a non-negotiable 
necessity” (keharusan jang tak dapat ditawar2 lagi). In addition to increase national income, 
development of downstream processing in logging sector could reduce unemployment. In 1982, 
Ponco Sutowo, an Indonesian entrepreneur, echoed the same point by taking Japan as an 
example, which according to Sutowo, bought raw materials and re-sold it in the form of finished 
products, and this gave value-added to the side of Japan (Sutowo, 1982: 50).    

In nickel mining sector, Sangaji (2002: 185-9) explicitly called for a development of 
downstream industry in Indonesia. In his view, government need to enact regulations which 
require foreign investments/companies to develop downstream processing, not solely rely on 
extractive activities or upstream processing. Specifically he suggested Indonesian government 
to learn from Brazil, South Africa, and Zimbabwe experience in building nickel downstream 
industry.  

The old call for developing downstream industry from logging sector in 1970s, from raw 
materials in the 1980s, and nickel sector in the early of 2000s, finally found its ground in 2009 
when Indonesian government enacted Minerals and Coal Mining Law 4/2009 which requires 
the refinery of extracted minerals, such as nickel, to be conducted in Indonesia. Minerals and 
Coal Mining Law 4/2009 sees development of downstream industry as a path to 
industrialization which can increase state’s income as well as to reduce unemployment. All the 
mineral minings, according to Law 4/2009, are required to build smelter for refinery 
(pemurnian) inside of Indonesia’s territory no later than 5 years after the enactment of that Law.  

By 12 January 2014, the ban to export nickel ore by Indonesian government effectively took 
place. China’s NPI production was destabilized by this ban. This is because in 2010, for 
instance, supplied by nickel ore from Indonesia and the Philippine, China produced 160 kiloton 
of NPI. In 2013, roughly 69-71% of processed nickel produced by China was NPI. Before 
Indonesian government bans nickel ore export, Indonesia’s nickel ore contributed 39.77% and 
54.11% for China’s nickel import in 2011 and 2013. Affected by the ban, China’s nickel 
production decreased from 470 kiloton in 2014 to became only 380 kiloton in 2016 (Sangadji 
and Ginting 2023: 11-12).  

Being pushed in-between demands for nickel ore and the ban made by Indonesian government 
which reduced supply, and facilitated by domestic accumulation of capital in China expressed 
in its consistently high rate of national GDP at the previous decades, left China has not so much 
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choice but deepening its involvement in Indonesia’s nickel sector by building nickel smelters 
in Indonesia; and by doing so, helping Indonesia to take its path to industrialization.  

By 2023, the fruits of China’s revolution (accumulated capital and nickel refinery technologies 
that came with it) already take place in Eastern Indonesia. Sangadji and Ginting (2023) is a 
leading summary of the current development in Indonesia’s nickel downstream industry. 
According to them, Indonesia’s nickel refinery zones implementing various type of 
technologies that came alongside China’s capital, such as rotary kiln electric furnace (RKEF), 
oxygen-enriched side-blown furnace (OESBF), and high-pressure acid leach (HPAL). Those 
technologies are implemented in five industrial parks, namely, Indonesia Morowali Industrial 
Park (IMIP), Indonesia Weda Bay Industrial Park (IWIP), Virtue Dragon Nickel Industrial Park 
(VDNI), Stradust Estate Investment/Gunbuster Nickel Industry (SEI/GNI), and Halmahera 
Persada Lygend (PT HPL). Table 1 shows name of industrial zones, technologies they use, total 
investment, total absorbed labours, and year of ground breaking. Map at Figure 1 shows their 
locations.  

Table 1: Newly developed nickel industrial zones in Indonesia. Unless otherwise stated below 
the table, data in this table are reproduced from Sangadji and Ginting (2023).   

# Nickel 
industrial 
zones 

Technology Production 
capacity  

Total 
investment 

Number of 
labour 

Ground 
breaking 

[kiloton and type 
of product] 

[million 
US$] 

[person] [year] 

1 IMIP RKEF 490 NPI 18,000 89448 2015 
OESBF 37 nickel matte 
HPAL 90 MHP 

2 IWIP RKEF 500 NPI 11,000 36000 2018 
OESBF 

3 VDNI RKEF 192 NPI 1,400* 40000 2014 
4 SEI/GNI RKEF 164 NPI 2700** 12115 2019 
5 PT HPL HPAL 55 MHP 1500 2871*** 2021 

Sources: *Maskur (2019); **Posonews.id (2021); and *** PT HPAL (2021: 78). 

 

Figure 1: Locations of newly developed nickel industrial zones in Eastern Indonesia. 
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To illustrate the involvement of China’s capital in newly developed Indonesia’s nickel industrial 
zones, we delve into one of them, in this case we pick IMIP, the biggest among many. IMIP was 
established in 2013 through an agreement between Indonesian and Chinese government. The 
then Indonesian President, Susilo Bambang Yudoyono and China’s President, Xi Jinping 
together witnessed the signing of Sino-Indonesia cooperation at IMIP. There are many 
companies at IMIP with the majority of shares are owned by China-based companies as listed 
at Table 2.  

Table 2: Companies at IMIP and their shareholders (modified from Sangadji, 2020: 16-7). 

# Companies Shareholders (%)  Total shares owned by 
China-based capital 

1 IMIP Shanghai Decent Investment 
(Tsinghan) (49.69); Bintang Delapan 
Investama (25.31); Sulawesi Mining 
Investment/SMI (25) 

> 49.69% trough Shanghai 
Decent Investment and SMI; 
Bintang Delapan Investama 
is Indonesia-based 
corporation, part of Bintang 
Delapan Group. 

2 SMI Shanghai Decent Investment (Group) 
Co.Ltd. (46.55); Bintang Delapan 
Mineral (25.65); Fujian Decent 
Industrial Co.Ltd. (3.8) 

50.3% through Shanghai 
Decent Investment (Group) 
Co.Ltd. and Fujian Decent 
Industrial Co.Ltd. Bintang 
Delapan Mineral is 
Indonesia-based corporation, 
part of Bintang Delapan 
Group.  

3 Indonesia 
Guang Ching 
Nickel and 
Stainless Stell 
Industry 
(GCNS) 

Guangdong J-Eray Technology 
Group Co.Ltd. (35);  Guandong 
Guangxing Holdings Group Ltd. (25); 
IMIP (25); Luck Scenery 
International Limited (5); Kanwa 
Company Limited (5) 

> 60% through Guangdong 
J-Eray Technology Group 
Co.Ltd., Guandong 
Guangxing Holdings Group 
Ltd, and IMIP. Luck Scenery 
International Limited and 
Kanwa Company Limited 
are Hongkong-based. 

4 Indonesia 
Tsingshan 
Stainless Steel 
(ITSS) 

Tsingshan Holding Group (51); Ruipu 
Technology Group Co.Ltd. (19); 
Tsing Billiton Industrial Group (10); 
IMIP (10); Luck Scenery 
International Limited (10) 

> 80% through Tsingshan 
Holding Group, Ruipu 
Technology Group Co.Ltd., 
Tsing Billiton Industrial 
Group, and IMIP. 

5 Tsingshan 
Steel 
Indonesia 
(TSI) 

Shanghai Decent Investment (Group) 
Co.Ltd. (80); IMIP (20) 

> 80% through Shanghai 
Decent Investment (Group) 
Co.Ltd. and IMIP. 

6 Indonesia 
Ruipu Nickel 
and Chrome 
Alloy (IRNC) 

Tsingshan Holding Group (70); 
Ruipui Technology Group Co.Ltd. 
(20); IMIP (10) 

> 90% through Tsingshan 
Holding Group, Ruipui 
Technology Group Co.Ltd., 
and IMIP. 

7 Dexin Steel 
Indonesia 
(DSI) 

Delong Steel Singapore Project Pte 
Ltd (45); Shanghai Decent (43); IMIP 
(12) 

> 43% through Shanghai 
Decent and IMIP 
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# Companies Shareholders (%)  Total shares owned by 
China-based capital 

8 Hengjaya 
Nickel 
Industry 

Nickel Mines (80); Shanghai Decent 
(20) 

20% through Shanghai 
Decent. Nickel Mines is 
based in Australia 

9 Ranger Nickel 
Industry 

Nickel Mines (80); Shanghai Decent 
(20) 

20% through Shanghai 
Decent. Nickel Mines is 
based in Australia 

10 Huayue Nickel 
& Cobalt  

Huaqing Nickel & Cobalt (57); China 
Molybdenum Co (30); Tshingshan 
Group (10); Hualong and Long 
Sincere (3) 

100% 

11 Qing Mei 
Bang New 
Energy 
Minerals 
Indonesia 

GEM Co. Ltd. (36); Brunp Recycling 
Technology Co Ltd (25); Tsingshan 
Group (21); IMIP (10); Hanwa 
Co.Ltd (8) 

> 82% through GEM Co. 
Ltd., Brunp Recycling 
Technology Co. Ltd., 
Tsingshan Group, and IMIP. 
Hanwa Co.Ltd is based in 
Japan. 

 

Here, we pay specific attention to Bintang Delapan Investama and Bintang Delapan Mineral, 
Indonesian counterparts of China-based capital in both IMIP and SMI. SMI is an “extractive 
arm of IMIP” (Camba, Lim & Gallagher, 2022: 2380). Bintang Delapan Investama and Bintang 
Delapan Mineral are subsidiaries of Bintang Delapan Group. In Indonesia, Bintang Delapan 
Group is well known as “the generals' mine”, for at least two retired army generals are listed as 
key figures at Bintang Delapan Group. They are Sintong Panjaitan as president commissioner 
for Bintang Delapan Group and Hendardji Supandji as president commissioner of Bintang 
Delapan Investama (Paino and Saturi, 2014). Involvement of retired army generals in 
Indonesia’s smelter projects is our empirical material of the actually existing Indonesia’s 
oligarch-dominated system. We will come back to this point at the concluding-discussing 
section.  

To support their development, in 2020 media covered that Indonesia’s Coordinating Maritime 
Affair and Investment Minister, Luhut Binsar Panjdaitan, announced IMIP and VDNI as part 
of National Strategic Projects (Proyek Strategis Nasional, PSN, see: Anwar, 2020), most-likely 
the project’s name was inspired by China’s program of “nationally strategic new areas” (Lim, 
2014: 237). Likewise, inspired by China’s model of socialism-capitalism we identified at the 
previous section, in the next two sections we structure our explanation in terms of dialectically 
related socialist and capitalist elements of China’s capital expansion into Indonesia’s nickel 
sector.  

IV. ‘Socialist elements’ of the expansion 

We call this section as ‘socialist elements’ because it sets a situation of “win-win (gongying)” 
(Boer, 2021: 181), one of the principles in China-led international development of Belt and 
Road Initiative. Its expansion into Indonesia’s nickel sector is obviously a win for China’s 
capitalists. Locating the expansion of China’s capital in the middle of a shift in Indonesia’s 
nickel producers enables us to compare what China’s capital has done – or what Canadian-
based PT Inco did not do – such as, provides relatively accessible investment, increases income, 
employment and multiplier-effects, and conducts more visible transfer of technology, skills, and 
knowledge. At the very least China’s capital complies more with Indonesian government 
aspirations, and therefore, it can be considered as a win for Indonesian side. Even though it is 
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not really a socialist scheme, evaluated against our way of structuring through socialism-
capitalism approach, we put the distributive elements of China’s capital expansion into 
Indonesia’s nickel sector as ‘socialist elements’, for somehow it reflects a move toward 
“common prosperity for all” (Wenhua Zongheng, 2023: 8), one amongst many characteristics 
of China’s Socialism 3.0.  

IV.1. Ease of access to money-capital  

Foreign investment plays a vital role as an engine of economic development in Indonesia. 
Almost every year Indonesia’s national budget or APBN is deficit, income is less than outcome, 
and therefore, the central government needs to get loan to close the gap. As an example, for the 
year of 2022, APBN was deficit of IDR 688.5 trillion (equals USD 443.3 million), and this 
forced central government to secure new loan (Indraini, 2023). In such a circumstance, foreign 
investment can help to shrink the gap within APBN.  

Even though there are many non-China corporations inside the IMIP, as mentioned at Table 2, 
its development was mainly funded by investment made by China-based corporations, 
facilitated by credits provided by China-based funds/banks. The China-ASEAN Investment 
Cooperation Fund, Export-Import Bank of China, and HSBC China provided financial support 
for the IMIP project (Tritto, 2023: 18). For Indonesia, investments from China are far more 
accessible than from others, such as European Union (EU).  

An example of EU offered project is the Global Gateway partnership. One of the schemes 
offered by Global Gateway is Just Energy Transition Partnership (JETP) Indonesia. Through 
this program, Indonesia can access USD 20 billion from both EU-based public and private 
sectors, to fund energy transition. The partnership aims to implement commitment to reduce 
Indonesian greenhouse gas emissions of 290 metric ton by 2030, to accelerate utilization of 
renewable energy up to 34% by 2030, and to achieve net zero emission by 2050 (Damuri et al., 
2023). 

However, the funding which was planned to be realized on 16 August 2023 has not materialized. 
This is due to the mismatch in circumstances. For example, in Indonesia, state-owned electricity 
company of PLN (Perusahaan Listrik Negara) is the sole electricity buyer and supplier, while 
JETP requires involvement of non-state capital to build renewable energy plants. PLN itself 
already has a surplus of electricity supply in Java, Bali, and Sumatra networks, and this makes 
PLN hesitates to develop renewable energy sources in these areas (Damuri et al., 2023). 

Furthermore, in terms of renewable energy, Indonesia's priority is to abandon coal, building 
transmission networks, and migrate to renewable energy based on hydropower and geothermal. 
Whilst, International Partner Group (IPG) countries at JETP are more supportive for solar and 
wind energy. Indonesia is encouraged to build more than 20 Gigawatts capacity of solar power 
plants and solar photovoltaics. Meanwhile, the portion of grant out of the total USD 20 billion 
is relatively small, only 0.8% (USD 160 million), the remains are debt. Even the total grant 
does not enough to fund Indonesia’s transition to renewable energy entirely. JETP's total fund 
of USD 20 billion, which recently rose to USD 21.7 billion, is far below PLN's estimation of 
USD 150 billion needed for the whole Indonesia’s energy transition. In a different way with the 
accessible China’s capital, it seems that funding offered by the EU is difficult to access by 
Indonesia (Damuri et al., 2023; Nasution, 2023).  

While EU’s offer sets conditions for grant and loan, China’s capital subscribes to requirements 
made by Indonesian government, mentioned by the Minerals and Coal Mining Law 4/2009. 
Evaluated against our approach of socialism-capitalism, this is a ‘win’ for Indonesian side. 
Indonesia’s Minerals and Coal Mining Law 4/2009 asks foreign companies which obtain a 
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mining business permit (Izin Usaha Pertambangan, IUP) and special mining business permit 
(Izin Usaha Pertambangan Khusus, IUPK) to divest their ownership into Indonesian national 
entities, either state- or non-state-owned.3 Law 4/2009 is detailed by Government Regulation 
23/2010 on Implementation of Mineral and Coal Mining Activities (Pelaksanaan Kegiatan 
Usaha Pertambangan Mineral dan Batubara) which requires foreign mining companies that 
have operated for six years to divest 20% of their shares to Indonesian companies. The 20% 
share divestment scheme cannot be diluted even if there is an increase in company’s capital. 
Further, as called by Government Regulation 1/2017, a fourth amendment to Government 
Regulation 23/2010 (Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 1 Tahun 2017 tentang Perubahan Keempat 
atas Peraturan Pemerintah Nomor 23 Tahun 2010 tentang Pelaksanaan Kegiatan Usaha 
Pertambangan Mineral dan Batubara), progressively, after ten years of operation, foreign 
mining companies are required to divest 51% of their shares to Indonesian entities. 

IV.2. Income, employment, and multiplier effects 

Many nickel industrial zones have contributed to national and regional incomes. Nationally, 
according to Febri Hendri Antoni Arif, a spokesperson at Indonesian Ministry of Industry, price 
for nickel ore is USD 30/ton, USD 90/ton for NPI, USD 203/ton for ferronickel, USD 3,117/ton 
for nickel matte, and USD 3,628/ton for Mixed Hydroxide Precipitate, the latter is used as an 
input for nickel-based battery factory (Kemenperin.go.id, 2023). In sum, according to 
Indonesian President, Joko Widodo, if Indonesia exports nickel ore, the total state’s income 
would be IDR 17 trillion/year from that sector. Hilirisasi has increased the state income from 
nickel sector into IDR 510 trillion/year in 2023 (Muliawati, 2023). This is another significant 
win for Indonesian side.  

In terms of regional income, development of IMIP has increased regional GDP (Produk 
Domestik Regional Bruto, PDRB) of Central Sulawesi Province. In 2013, Central Sulawesi 
GDP, calculated based on 2010 commodity prices, was IDR 71.677 trillion. Within ten years, it 
kept raising. In 2022, with the same way of calculating, i.e., measured against 2010 commodity 
prices, it was IDR 172.578 trillion. In 2013, agriculture sector contributed 29.57% to the entire 
GDP of the Province, while processing industry contributed only 12.05%. In 2022, the condition 
was reversed; agriculture contributed only 15.83%, while processing industry contribution 
reached 40.48%. Of the total processing industry contribution to Central Sulawesi Province 
GDP, base metal processing contributed 84% (Klaster, 2023: 11-12).  

For Morowali District (Kabupaten), in 2018, its locally generated income (Pendapatan Asli 
Daerah, PAD) was IDR 181.232 billion, while in 2022 it was IDR 365.423 billion. IMIP 
contributed 80% to the locally generated income of Morowali District (Klaster, 2023a: 14-15).  

In terms of employment, in 2017 IMIP absorbed 26,000 labours (Klaster, 2017: 8). The number 
of labour increased almost threefold in 2023, with the total number of labour at IMIP was 72,000 
(Klaster 2023b: 4).4 Recall, as we discussed above, reducing unemployment is one of the basic 

                                                           
3 Act 112 of Law 4/2009 says that “after 5 (five) years of production, business entities holding IUPs and 
IUPKs whose shares are owned by foreigners are required to divest shares to the government, 
regional governments, state-owned enterprises, regional-owned enterprises, or national private 
enterprises” (in Bahasa Indonesia: “setelah 5 (lima) tahun berproduksi, badan usaha pemegang IUP 
dan IUPK yang sahamnya dimiliki oleh asing wajib melakukan divestasi saham pada pemerintah, 
pemerintah daerah, badan usaha milik negara, badan usaha milik daerah atau badan usaha swasta 
nasional”). 
4 The total number of labour given by Klaster Magazine, IMIP’s internal media, is lower than that 
showed by Sangadji and Ginting (2023) as we modified at Table 2, 89,448. The difference most likely 
because Sangadji and Ginting’s (2023) estimation involves labours of sub-contracting companies, 
while Klaster Magazine’s estimation most likely only for labours who work directly at IMIP.   
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aims of developing downstream processing industry in Indonesia. As a comparison, by 2022 
the long entrenched PT Vale Indonesia employed 2,934 labours (Vale.com, 2022). IMIP has 
transformed the basic employment in Morowali, from agriculture, forestry, and fishery, into 
metal processing industries. Many residents who were working in agricultural sector before the 
IMIP, have transformed themselves into housing providers, to accommodate migrant labours 
came from densely populated area of Java Island, as well as from many areas and islands around 
Morowali and Sulawesi (Klaster, 2023a: 14).  

IMIP also has produced what economists usually called as multiplier effects. Many business 
sectors, such as hotels, housing, shops, food stalls, material suppliers, and so on, are growing 
in Bahodopi sub-district. It is estimated there are at least 160 thousand micro, small, and 
medium enterprises which are growing along with the increased number of workers (Klaster, 
2023b: 6). The current condition contrasts Bahodopi in the previous decade. Observation made 
by Suryadi, field superintendent of Community Relations External Department of IMIP who 
has been working for IMIP for roughly a decade, as quoted by Klaster Magazine (2023c: 20), 
testifies the contrasts. At the beginning of working with IMIP, he had difficulty finding a 
grocery store and food stall. There were less 10 grocery stores in that area, food stalls could 
only be found at schools’ stalls, and market only open for once in a week.   

IV.3. Transfer of technology, skills, and knowledge 

Technology plays vital role in metal processing. Cases of steel smelter with blast furnace 
technology and Meratus Jaya Iron & Steel smelter in South Kalimantan Province, both owned 
by PT Krakatau Steel, an Indonesian state-owned enterprise, can illustrate the vital role of 
technology in metal processing. Motivated by the enactment of Law 4/2009 which asks for 
domestic downstream processing of minerals, Indonesian government started constructing steel 
smelter in South Kalimantan in 2012 and completed in 2019. Total investment was IDR 8.5 
trillion (equals with USD 547 million). After completion, this smelter only operated for six 
months. It was closed because the factory had blast furnace technology which is less efficient, 
not a more efficient one of basic oxygen furnace technology. The Meratus Jaya Iron & Steel 
smelter, built with a total investment of IDR 1.2 trillion (USD 77 million), and had been 
operating for the 2012-2015 period, was also closed. One of the reasons for its closing was also 
the in-efficient technology it used. The smelter did not use sponge iron as a raw material input, 
and based on economic calculation it was not efficient (Yanwardhan, 2022). In 2022, PT 
Krakatau Steel started a collaboration with Baowu Group Zhongnan, China's state-owned 
enterprise, to reactivate the steel smelter using basic oxygen furnace technology (Senorita, 
2022). 

Sino-Indonesia cooperation in nickel sector fills the gap of in-efficient technology available to 
Indonesian side. It promises technology transfer from Chinese to Indonesian companies. Such 
technology transfer is carried out by placing Indonesian workers in every production stages. At 
the initial stages, IMIP’s experts from China took important positions in production process. 
Indonesians work as assistants for Chinese workers in technical production units. Gradually, 
the companies trained Indonesian workers to take over important positions held by Chinese 
workers (Camba, Lim & Gallagher, 2022: 2383-4). 

Languages are an obstacle in technology and skills transfer processes. Chinese workers speak 
Mandarin which is not understood by Indonesian workers, and this hampers assistance process 
between Chinese and Indonesian workers who speak Indonesian. Moreover, manual guideline 
for machines are in Mandarin. To overcome language obstacle, IMIP trained Indonesian 
workers in Mandarin, and the reverse: Chinese workers in Bahasa Indonesia, and translated 
manuals into Bahasa Indonesia (Mendatu, 2019: 7).  
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On the job training can speed up skills transfer. IMIP recruits Indonesian skilled-workers who 
work directly alongside of Chinese with the help of translators. Mentoring scheme is also 
applied, through which a more experience workers guiding the less experience ones (Klaster, 
2019: 18-19). In addition, IMIP also built a training ground for Indonesian to master heavy 
equipment operation (Klaster, 2022: 9-10). 

Education is a strategic sector for knowledge transfer. Development of applied education 
institution and collaboration with Indonesia’s leading universities are carried out by IMIP. IMIP 
built vocational high schools to provide skilled-workers in nickel mining sector. IMIP also 
collaborates with Indonesian Ministry of Industry to establish Metal Industry Polytechnic in 
Morowali (PILM, Politeknik Industri Logam Morowali). In 2017, this Polytechnic started 
teaching and learning process by opening three departments of electrical and installation, 
maintenance, and mineral chemistry engineering (see, Polytechnic’s website: 
https://pilm.ac.id/; also: Mendatu, 2019: 6). In addition, IMIP also collaborates with UGM, one 
of the leading universities in Indonesia, to provide teaching staffs at PILM and to encourage 
UGM researchers to conduct research on nickel (Kak.ugm.ac.id, 2019). 

Collaboration in education does not stop there. By the end of 2022, Chinese company GEM 
Co. Ltd. has provided scholarships for 22 Indonesians to pursue master's degree in metallurgical 
engineering at Central South University (CSU) in Ximen, China. At that time, GEM also 
planned to send another batch of 55 Indonesians students to take the same program (Swasty, 
2022). Collaboration between Indonesian and Chinese universities is carried out to prepare 
skilled Indonesian workers in metallurgical engineering. The University of Indonesia (UI) and 
CSU collaborate in terms of teaching exchanges, collaborative research, curriculum 
development and student exchanges. Collaboration between these two universities also involves 
GEM Co. Ltd. as a business sector partner (Ui.ac.id, 2023). From the Indonesian government 
side, in a collaborative work between Indonesia Endowment Fund for Education (Lembaga 
Pengelola Dana Pendidikan, LPDP), Northeastern University of China, and Zhejiang Huayou 
Cobalt Co. Ltd., it provides scholarship for Indonesian to pursue master’s degree in 
metallurgical engineering (Lpdp.kemenkeu.go.id, 2023).  

V. Capitalist elements of the expansion 

Dialectically related with the ‘socialist elements’, we call this section as capitalist elements of 
China’s capital expansion into Indonesia’s nickel downstream processing. Capital with Chinese 
characteristics operates in Indonesia and shares similarities with the ways other capitals work, 
exploiting labours with cheap/low wages and destroying environment.  

V.1. Cheap wage of labour  

Ten years of its age, IMIP employes more than 80,000 workers; of these, more than 70,000 are 
Indonesian workers and more than 10,000 are foreigners (Litha, 2023). Meanwhile, GNI, since 
its construction phase in 2019/2020, has absorbed more than 10 thousand of workers 
(Kompas.com, 2021). Involvement of large amount of foreign workers, as recorded in online 
media, has become a topic of discussion in Indonesia. This is because Indonesians also need 
jobs. It is known that nickel smelter projects in Indonesia are established through investments 
made by Chinese capital, and therefore, Chinese investors need qualified workers to apply their 
smelter technologies in Indonesia. Luhut Binsar Pandjaitan once said that finding domestic 
workers who meet qualifications for applying Chinese smelter technologies is a task in itself 
(Idris, 2021). 

In 2021, Manpower Minister, Ida Fauziyah, unraveled that the number of foreign workers in 
Indonesia had gradually decreased, from 95,168 to 93,374 to 92,058 in 2019, 2020, and 2021, 
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in that order (Sandi, 2021). However, between 2021 and 2022, the Monpower Ministry recorded 
a surge of 26.36% in the number of foreign workers. Of the 111,537 foreign workers in 
Indonesia in 2022, the majority of them, 52,973, are Chinese (Sadya, 2023). 

Still related to foreign vs. domestic workers debate, another hot issues is wage; wages of 
Chinese workers are much higher than that of Indonesian. Educational level of Chinese workers 
in Indonesia is mostly at junior high school (39%) and high school (44%). There are 8% of 
them who have elementary school education, only 2% of them have education equivalent to 
associate degree (D-3) or bachelor ( S-1), and left 7% of them with special licenses. Observation 
made by Indonesian Trade Union Association (Asosiasi Serikat Pekerja Indonesia, ASPEK) 
stated that foreign workers at the level of security at nickel smelters in Indonesia were paid 
RMB 10 thousand (equivalent to IDR 22.8 million or less than USD 1,500). Meanwhile, 
observations made by Institute for Development of Economics and Finance (INDEF) state that 
wages of foreign workers at smelters in Indonesia range between IDR 17-54 million. This 
amount is very disproportionate to local labor wages which follows local/regional minimum 
wage. As an illustration, the minimum wage in Morowali District for 2023 has been set at IDR 
3,2 million (equivalent to USD 206). Moreover, according to ASPEK, Chinese workers' wages 
are not subject to tax, because they are sent directly to families’ bank account in China. This is 
different with that of Indonesian workers subjected to tax (Soda, 2022; Muliawati, 2023; 
Lestanti, 2023). 

Nevertheless, wages both for Chinese and Indonesian workers at nickel smelters in Indonesia 
are still much lower than wages in China. Huld (2023) documents that the average wage for 
non-state mining workers in China is RMB 121,522 (equivalent to IDR 269 million), while for 
state-owned mines it is RMB 68,509 (equivalent to IDR 152 million). Meanwhile, wage for 
private manufacturing workers is RMB 97,528 (equals IDR 216 million), and for state-owned 
manufacturing workers is RMB 67,352 (equals IDR 149 million). 

It is, therefore, clear from above explanation and comparation that nickel smelter investors are 
benefited by cheap wages of Indonesias’ nickel mining and processing workers. China’s capital 
expansion to Indonesia’s nickel sector provides access to comparative benefit comes from both 
cheap wage schemes for workers from China as well as that of/from Indonesia who are working 
in nickel smelters in Indonesia. In terms of wages, it otherwise would be more expensive for 
China’s capital if they built nickel smelters in China.  

V.2. Environmental deterioration 

Apart from reaping comparative benefit facilitated by a cheap wage of workers in Indonesia, 
and exploiting surplus-value created by those workers embodied in nickel products, nickel 
smelter investors are also extracting benefit from abundant resources in one of the world's 
biggest nickel ore storage given by the earth. Its extraction destroys the environment. 

In 2014, before the explosive growth of nickel smelter occurred, coastal residents in Fatufia 
Village, Bahodopu District, were having difficulty in finding fish and shellfish because of 
murky sea water due to the movement of ships laden with nickel ore. Polo Island, residents’ 
fishing ground, has been bought and used for a stockpile by nickel company of Bintang 
Delapan. Since 2010, floods and droughts have occurred one after another due to deforestation 
made by mining activities at the upstream part. Rice is difficult to grow, there is no fruit, resin 
and sago trees in forest are gone, abandoned mining holes are left gaping. Abandoned mining 
holes reclamation was not carried out because the mining permit had not yet expired, while 
reclamation funds were only released after the mining permit expired. Ban of exporting nickel 
ore forced small mining companies to stop their activities, because they do not have enough 
capital to carry out processing (Paino and Saturi, 2014). 
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When nickel processing factories began to operate, disposal of waste became a problem. The 
most common method is deep sea tailings disposal (DSTD), which is nothing more than 
dumping tailings into the deep sea. Currently, Indonesia and Papua New Guinea contribute 91% 
of an estimated 227 million tons of tailings dumped into the sea (Trito, 2023). In early 
September 2023, media reported that fishers in Fatufiya Village had difficulty in getting fish 
because sea water had turned orange being polluted by mud from IMIP area. Hot waste fluid 
from the area, which flows through river-like channels, has also damaged beaches and coral 
reefs. If fish are found, they are difficult to sell. The blackened contents of fish's stomach make 
people avoiding them. Fisher folks need to sail into further sea areas for a better fishing ground 
(Salman, 2023). 

What is more, residents' sources of clean water are also decreasing in their quantity and quality. 
Since four years ago, residents of Fatufiya Village have been subscribing to bottled-water for 
drinking. Villagers are also complaining how their feet’s skin suffered of itching. Black dust is 
also a very annoying, polluting water, dirtying furniture, and even damaging tin roofs (Salman, 
2023). Pius Ginting, coordinator of Ecological Action and People's Emancipation (Aksi Ekologi 
dan Emansipasi Rakyat, AEER), an NGO, explains that nickel waste contains hexavalent 
chromium which causes irritation and inflammation of the nose and upper respiratory tract, skin 
irritation, and even burns (Raharjo and Arlyanto, 2023). Many smelters in Morowali dump 
tailings on land, which endangers local residents. April 2023, two IMIP’s workers were killed 
by an avalanche from a pile of mining waste (CNNIndonesia.com, 2023). In total, from 2020 
up until 2023, ten workers have died in Morowali’s nickel industrial zones of IMIP and SEI/GNI 
(Sangadji and Ginting, 2023: 81). 

Apart from tailings, pollution in nickel smelter comes from coal used for generating electricity 
to power the smelters. According to Muhammad Taufik, director of Central Sulawesi Anti-
mining Network (Jaringan Anti Tambang, JATAM), based on study conducted by JATAM’s 
activists regarding waste of coal power plant, fly and bottom ashes thrown into the air by coal 
power plant cause Acute Respiratory Infections and lymph node cancer for those who inhale 
the wasted air (Salman, 2023). All environmental pollution and degradation should be taken 
into account. Because when ‘cleaner’ materials, such as NPI, ferronickel, nickel matte, and 
MHP, are sent to China, ‘trash’ and other risks are poisoning people and environment in Eastern 
Indonesia.  

VI. Conclusions-discussions 

We have identified a shift in Indonesian nickel sector from one that was dominated by Canada 
originated capital into one dominated by China-based capital. We framed China’s capital 
expansion into Indonesia’s nickel sector through a reading of Marxist approaches practiced in 
China which has stemmed out of specific path of China’s development trajectory from 
revolution to industrialization to modernization. We argue that China’s approach to 
development is neither a socialism nor capitalism, but an interpenetration of both: socialism-
capitalism. Accumulation of capital in China left it no choice but abroad expansion. Expansion 
of China’s capital into Indonesia’s nickel sector helps the latter to take a path of industrialization 
by developing nickel downstream processing/industry, a domestic agenda which has been 
discussed in Indonesia at least since the 1970s, and eventually was made legal by Indonesian 
government through the enactment of Minerals and Coal Mining Law 4/2009 which bans nickel 
ore export. The latter, overcoming a position of being solely a “downstream supplier of energy 
and raw materials” (West, 2014: 113), is also a burning question for African nations.  

We used socialism-capitalism as a way to structure dialectical dimensions within nickel 
smelters development in Eastern Indonesia. Simply put, we structured the socialist elements of 
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such development in terms of ease of access to money-capital for Indonesia’s nickel sector 
facilitated by many China-based companies and banks; a sharp increase in Indonesia’s national 
and Central Sulawesi regional incomes, employment and multiplier effects; and transfer of 
technology, skills, and knowledge. Dialectically inseparable with the socialist elements, 
capitalist elements of such expansion are exploitation of labour with cheap wages by China-
based dominated-capital and environmental deterioration.  

For China, socialism-capitalism path has been useful to lift 800 million of its population out of 
poverty, to stimulate technological innovations, and eventually to help capital accumulation. 
Taking the state as a unit of analysis, exporting that path to Indonesia by the Chinese managed 
to increase Indonesia’s revenue from nickel processing sector, while at the same time gradually 
develops Indonesian domestic capacities in the field.  

In one hand, our explanation may lead to even make murkier the muddy water on how to 
understand/explain the very existence of China’s development and its abroad expansion, and 
may further “generate confusion about the meaning of socialism while strengthening the 
ideological position of those who opposite” (Hart-Landsberg and Burkett, 2005 :17). On the 
other hand, we hope that we have made clear that China’s capital expansion into Indonesia’s 
nickel sector is different with the long entrenched Canadian-originated capital in the same 
sector.  

To prevent ourselves from a possibility of making a totally unforgiven – even by ourselves – 
fatal misinterpretation, we close this article by posing our doubt on a further positive impact of 
such expansion for Indonesian wider population. Our doubt creeps around differences in the 
structure of Chinese and Indonesian society. In terms of national interests, China has, in Walden 
Bello’s words, a “successful revolutionary nationalist struggle that got institutionalized into a 
no-nonsense state” (quoted in Hart-Landsberg and Burkett, 2005: 31), with a strong CPC as the 
main engine to implement development. While, for Indonesia, after decades of anti-capitalism, 
anti-imperialism, and anti-colonialism movement (Tuong, 2010: 224) culminated in a 
revolutionary war for independent in 1945-9, its path to development was halted in 1965-7 
through an ideological battle which put an end to Indonesia’s left, Communist Party of 
Indonesia in particular, whose members and affiliated persons were massacred by CIA-backed, 
Suharto-led of an army-led counter-revolution (see, Farid, 2005; Larasati, 2013). From then on, 
Indonesia took the path of capitalist-developmentalism, which now has transformed itself into 
a system of oligarchy (Hadiz and Robison, 2013). In nickel downstream processing, as we 
mentioned above, involvement of army retired generals in Bintang Delapan Group is an 
indication of our assessment on actually existing Indonesian oligarchy. With such a different 
historical background, the majority of benefit from development in nickel downstream 
processing flows to the tiny minority of Indonesian oligarchs, helps to strengthen their grip, and 
a minor portion of benefit flows to a wider Indonesian population, both through low wages and 
oligarchs-dominated state’s distribution. While on the ground, particularly people in Eastern 
Indonesia are unevenly impacted by environmental spoliation in all dimension – water, land, 
and air – integral to the exploitation of labour with cheap wages, as well as nickel ore extraction 
and processing.   
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